ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate, both individually and comparatively, dynamic hip system-type plates marketed by two local manufacturers, to statistically analyze its results and show the lack of parameters for its manufacturing. Methods. Static tests of flexion were carried out in five DHS plates of the manufacturer I (I group I) and in equal quantity of the same model of the manufacturer II (I group II), being all made in stainless austenitic ASTM F 138 steel, with four holes and a 135° angle. A servo-hydraulic MTS machine, Test Star II model, was used with a load capacity of 10 tons and dislocation control. The data were obtained from the applied load (P) as a function of the vertical dislocation of the piston (L), whose speed was 5mm/min. The tests were shutdown after reaching the maximum vertical flexion specified by the tests’ standards. Results. Group I: flexion resistance, 161,4 ± 17,2 kgf; rigidity, 64,5 ± 1,8 kgf/mm; flexibility, > 25,4 mm. Group II: flexion resistance, 124,7 ± 4,4 kgf; rigidity 59,6 ± 2,3, flexibility > 25,4 mm. For statistical analysis, the Mann-Whitney test was adopted and the determination of significance was 5 % (p <0,05). When the results obtained are compared, a significant difference can be noticed. Conclusion. The DHS plates of group I presented stronger flexion resistance (kgf) and stiffness (kgf/mm).
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INTRODUCTION

Intertrochanteric fractures represent a challenge to orthopaedic doctors and are commonly found in the elderly population. However, the fixation of these fractures has been evolving in the last few decades. By investigating the factors that could influence the failure of intertrochanteric fractures’ fixation with sliding screws (dynamic hip system - DHS), Rha listed patient’s age, kind of fracture, osteoporosis degree, positioning of the sliding nail and the degree of fracture reduction. Lee et al. conducted a biomechanical study on the differences between stainless steel and titanium employed on the manufacturing of DHS in view of femoral intertrochanteric fractures treatment. The authors found no statistical difference between both groups. Lundy et al. submitted subtrochanteric fractures to three fixation methods and investigated the flexion strength of each employed plate. The authors found that 135° DHS-type plates (586N/mm) showed to be stronger than the DCS 95° (404N/mm) which, in turn, were shown to be stronger than those with 95° fixed angle (260N/mm).

According to Schwartsmann et al., a successful treatment for intertrochanteric fractures depends on five factors: quality of bone, kind of fracture, reduction achievement, and implant positioning; of these, a surgeon can only influence the latter three. In Brazil, Lima et al. made a clinical and X-ray analysis of surgical treatment outcomes on intertrochanteric fractures with open reduction and osteosynthesis by using the dynamic hip system (DHS). Forty-seven patients were studied, 10 males and 37 females. As a result of the good outcomes reported, the authors recommended the use of DHS as an alternative for treating femoral intertrochanteric fractures. Also in Brazil, Sawaia and Belangero conducted a comparative study between micro incision techniques and the open approach when treating intertrochanteric fractures. In both, the authors used DHS with three or four holes and concluded that the micro incision technique adds benefits to the traditional technique. Currently, several studies have demonstrated that the hip sliding screw system constitutes the method of choice for treating those fractures. A sliding screw positioned at femoral head is intended to provide stability and compression to the fracture by means of a controlled collapse of proximal over distal fragment. Its use is particularly featured by its ease to handle, by its relatively easy insertion technique, by its low cost and low rate of complications reported in literature.

Characteristics of the implant design such as fixed angle and intrinsic rotational stability of the nail may lead to an improper positioning, thus leading to a higher risk of failure. In order to reduce the complication rate when using this implant, some novelties have been introduced such as the dynamic MARTIN system (DMS), a DHS with variable angle, the sliding plate system MEDOFF (PSM), a DHS with ability to slide the shaft plate and the nail, intended to solve the issue of treating unstable fractures.
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A solution to the problem has been the core-medullar implants, the Proximal Femoral Nail (PFN), and, more recently, the Dynamic Helioidal Hip System (DHHS), a DHS with spiral-form nail designed to spare bone on femoral neck, keeping bone stock. Therefore, and considering the importance of the topic, the present study was aimed to assess, both separately and comparatively, DHS plates supplied by two local manufacturers focusing the determinant factors for implants manufacturing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Five DHS-type plates supplied by a manufacturer from São Paulo and widely available in market composed group I, and five widely employed DHS plates supplied by another local manufacturer composed group II. All models were manufactured with austenitic stainless steel ASTM F 138. (Figures 1A and 1B)

Static flexion assays were carried out with all plates, which had the same structural characteristics, i.e., four holes with fixed angle of 135º. Tests were conducted according to ASTM F 384 e NBR 13762 guidelines. For carrying assays out, the plates were previously fixated to a stiff body of evidence by means of 4.5-mm wide screws. The body of evidence was especially made for this kind of assay, strictly following the specifications of the assay guidelines mentioned above. Also for complying with the specifications of the assay guidelines, an extensor nail was manufactured, which enabled the application of load at vertical orientation at a point 76 mm away from the curvature for the studied plate model. Static flexion assays were carried out on a servo-hydraulic machine MTS, Test Star II model, with a load capacity of 10 tons and displacement control. Data for applied load (P) were obtained as a function of the vertical displacement of the piston (L). The vertical displacement speed was 5 mm/min. The static flexion assays were shutdown when maximum vertical deflexion (maximum vertical displacement) was achieved, according to assay guidelines. The full assembly of the DHS model on the assay machine was provided immediately before its performance. (Figure 2)

The full assembly of assay devices, as well as the method employed for determining the parameters of interest, according to assay guidelines are the following (Figure 3): flexion strength - required load to promote permanent vertical deflexion (vertical displacement) of 0.13mm, stiffness - ratio between flexion strength, as defined above, and total deflexion produced by that load (Lₙₙ), flexibility - maximum vertical deflexion at the moment of load application a DHS can stand immediately before a visible fracture is produced under a magnification of at least 8 times.

![Figure 1A – Angled DHS Plate model (135º) with four holes, manufactured of austenitic stainless steel ASTM F 138 used for static flexion assay, group I.](image)

![Figure 1B – Angled DHS Plate model (135º) with four holes, manufactured of austenitic stainless steel ASTM F 138 used for static flexion assay, group II.](image)

![Figure 2 – Full assembly of the device onto the assay machine for Angled DHS plate, group II.](image)

![Figure 3 – Schematic illustration of the device assembly and the methodology employed for determining the parameters for static flexion assay on Angled Plate.](image)
Tables representing static flexion assays for DHS implant on group II were built from the values for flexion and stiffness strength parameters (Table 2). Flexion strength ranged from -131.0 to -88.0 kgf, with mean +/- SD of 117.4 +/- 4.4 kgf. Stiffness ranged from 49.2 to 62.1 kgf/mm, with mean +/- SD of 57.5 +/- 2.3 kgf/mm. All tested plates showed flexibility superior to 25.4 mm, and no failures (breakage) were noted before the maximum vertical deflexion established by the static flexion assay guidelines for this kind of implant was reached. This result reveals a high flexibility of the studied implant.

Table 2 – Values of the parameters obtained from static flexion assays for angled plate implants on group II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLATE</th>
<th>FLEXION STRENGTH, kgf</th>
<th>STIFFNESS, kgf/mm</th>
<th>FLEXIBILITY, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-119.0</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>&gt; 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-126.0</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>&gt; 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-131.0</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>&gt; 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-123.0</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>&gt; 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-88.0</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>&gt; 25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>± Standard Deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td>117.4 ± 4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: (-) sign resulting from load in compression.

When the results shown on Table 3 are assessed, a significant difference is noted on flexion strength between DHS plates, i.e., group I shows a significantly higher flexion strength compared to group II (p = 0.009).

Table 3 – Flexion strength (kgf) between groups I and II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-161.4</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>-156</td>
<td>-195</td>
<td>-147</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>-117.4</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>-123</td>
<td>-131</td>
<td>-88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: Standard Deviation

A significant difference (p > 0.05) is also noted for stiffness between DHS plates, because group I shows a superior mean value for this parameter when compared to group II (p = 0.011). (Table 4)

Table 4 – Statistical analysis of stiffness (kgf/mm) between groups I and II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: Standard Deviation

DISCUSSION

Intertrochanteric fractures are undoubtedly of great importance in terms of public health, because population’s life expectancy has increased and, as a result, the frequency of fractures has also increased. On the other hand, the use of DHS-type plates does not require experimentation to prove its value in treating this kind of fracture. However, this study raises a question concerning standardization by manufacturers of the material employed in
the manufacturing of orthopaedic surgical implants. Furthermore, it provides inputs for professional societies, manufacturers, and surveillance and regulatory agencies to encourage new studies targeting the advancement of knowledge in such an important area of orthopaedics.

Several variables can influence a successful treatment of intertrochanteric fractures with sliding screws, namely: patient’s advanced age, kind of fracture (stable, unstable), osteoporosis severity, degree of fracture reduction, and the positioning of the sliding nail. Added to these, among others, are poor DHS insertion techniques and a failure when sliding the screw resulting in bending, and potentially leading to breakage for the plate being forcibly attached to the shaft with the use of clamps and the inappropriate use of a goniometer. According to Schwartsmann et al., intertrochanteric fractures have as interfering factors the quality of bone, the kind of fracture, the achievement of reduction, the selection and appropriate positioning of the implant, and, of these, a surgeon can only influence the latter three. In Brazil, study findings evidence DHS effectiveness on surgical treatment of intertrochanteric fractures. However, in the orthopaedic routine treatment of these injuries, differences existent between the implants employed in this surgical procedure are easily detected. Differences are found between plates’ holes (number and sizes), screws (thread steps), width, weight, length, flexion strength, stiffness. This strongly challenges a surgeon’s choice of implant and can interfere on treatment success.

Lee et al., conducting a biomechanical study on a stainless steel DHS, found a mean maximum load of 92.59kgf for intertrochanteric fractures and 140.12kgf for subtrochanteric. The authors did not find breaks on metal implants even at maximum load (600kgf) conditions. Although experimental conditions are different, when these results are compared against the ones obtained here, we can see that the material employed by the authors can be regarded as similar to those submitted to test in this study. It is worthy to mention, however, that the determination of the maximum strength absorbed by implants does not constitute an object of this study.

Considering the results achieved when DHS models supplied by two different manufacturers are compared, the need of establishing minimum quality parameters addressing material composition, minimum values for biomechanical tests - stiffness and flexion strength - length, width, thickness, as well as holes’ diameter becomes evident, targeting the standardization of orthopaedic hip implants.

**CONCLUSION**

Within the conditions of this experiment and considering the results achieved here, we conclude that the DHS plates on group I, when compared to group II show stronger flexion (kgf) and stiffness (kgf/mm), evidencing the existence of differences between the implants employed in orthopaedic surgeries in Brazil. Therefore, we suggest that minimum limits for stiffness and flexion strength are established for orthopaedic implants, based on mechanical and/ or biomechanical studies, targeting its standardization, as well as to provide a more confident selection of an implant and a successful surgical treatment.
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